ACDC Meeting Page

This page contains the meeting agendas and notes for the ACDC Task Force.

No Meeting April 16th 2024.

Next Meeting:

2024-05-14 KERI/ACDC Meeting Notes

Last Meeting:

2024-05-07 KERI/ACDC Meeting Notes

Meetings

- ACDC Meeting Notes Template
- 2024 ACDC Index of Meeting Notes and Recordings
- 2023 ACDC Index of Meeting Notes and Recordings
- 2022 ACDC Index of Meeting Notes and Recordings
- 2021 ACDC Index of Meeting Notes and Recordings

Adding a meeting

Edit and copy the contents of the template here -> ACDC Meeting Notes Template

Then click here (not yet) https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/HOME/2023+ACDC+Index+of+Meeting+Notes+and+Recordings
Click "Create", enter the title of "YYYY-MM-DD ACDC Meeting Notes" and paste the template.

Future Topics:

- Show the dependencies among the specs and mini specs.
- First steps in doing a CESR/KERI/ACDC implementation
- Review enhancement to fractionally weighted threshold
- Inflection point in the Cyber Security Battle